In this paper, we study how to partition a tree into edge-disjoint subtrees of approximately the same size. Given a tree T with n edges and a positive integer k ≤ n, we design an algorithm to partition T into k edge-disjoint subtrees such that the ratio of the maximum number to the minimum number of edges of the subtrees is at most two. The best previous upper bound of the ratio is three, given by Wu et al. . Wu et al. also showed that for some instances, it is impossible to achieve a ratio better than two. Therefore, there is a lower bound of two on the ratio. It follows that the ratio upper bound attained in this paper is already tight.
Introduction
In discrete mathematics or operations research, one of the common approaches to deal with a large-scale problem is to partition the problem into smaller parts [7, 13] . For a partitioning problem, there are three major factors (k, l, u) , where k represents the number of parts, and l and u are the lower and upper bounds of the size of each part, respectively. In general, the partitioning problem is to partition a set as uniformly as possible. There are four natural objectives:
• maximizing the minimum part (max-min), • minimizing the maximum part (min-max), • minimizing the difference between the maximum part and the minimum part (min-diff), and • minimizing the ratio of the maximum size to the minimum size of the parts (min-ratio).
In this paper, we focus on the min-ratio edge-partitioning on an unweighted tree. Some related tree partitioning problems are surveyed here.
Vertex-Partitioning: We use the term k-partition to represent a tree that is partitioned into k vertex-disjoint components by deleting some edges. Polynomial-time algorithms for constructing an optimal k-partition under the max-min or the min-max objectives have been proposed [1, 2, 6, 10, 12] . When the input tree is restricted to be a path, Lucertini et al. [11] proposed a polynomial-time algorithm for the min-diff objective. For given upper bound u and lower bound l, Ito et al. [8] provided a polynomial-time algorithm to determine whether there is a k-partition where the size of each part is between l and u. Becker et al. [3] and Benkoczi et al. [4] studied the continuous tree partitioning problems arising from the tree-like (a) (n, k, l, u) = (9, 5, 1, 2).
(b) (n, k, l, u) = (6, 5, 1, 2). (c) (n, k, l, u) = (30, 5, 4, 8) . . (c) A tree is split into 5 parts P a , P b , P c , P d , P e with a ratio two.
highway network partitioning problem. Kanne and Moerkotte [9] and Bordawekar and Shmueli [5] studied the tree sibling partitioning problem arising from the abstract XML tree. (It should be noted that the tree sibling partitioning problem is similar to the tree edge-partitioning problem which we study in this paper.)
Edge-Partitioning: We use the term k-split to represent a tree partitioned into k edge-disjoint components. Three examples of k-splits are given in Fig. 1 . For the four objectives on the edge-partitioning problem, Wu et al. [14] showed that they are NP-hard problems. Instead of finding optimal solutions, they focused on the worst case analysis. They proved that for any tree with n edges there is a k-split such that the number of edges of each part is no less than
and there is also a k-split such that the number of edges of each part is no more than 2n k+1 . Wu's k-split conjecture: Wu et al. [14] observed that there is an upper bound on the ratio of the size of the maximum part to that of the minimum part in a k-split of a tree. (For the vertex-partitioning problem, the ratio is not bounded by any constant. Consider the example of 2-partition on a star with n + 1 vertices, in which the minimum ratio is equal to n.) Wu et al. also gave an O(n log k)-time algorithm to find a k-split whose ratio of the size of the maximum part to that of the minimum part is at most three for arbitrary k. For k ≤ 4, they gave a tight bound, two, on the ratio. For general k, they gave the following conjecture, called Wu's k-split conjecture in this paper. The main result of the paper is to prove Wu's k-split conjecture by giving an O(n 2 )-time algorithm for finding a k-split with a ratio at most two. This algorithm is based on a simple balancing idea: if the ratio between the maximum part and the minimum part is greater than two, we reduce the maximum part or enlarge the minimum part to get a ''better'' k-split. After finite times of balancing, we get a k-split with a ratio at most two.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the notation, summarize some useful properties, and provide a linear-time algorithm to get a k-split with l = n 2k
. In Section 3, we introduce the Evolve-and-Evaluate strategy, and use it to get a k-split with a ratio at most two in O(n 2 ) time. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
Preliminaries
In this section, we define the notation and summarize some properties used in the rest of the paper.
Notation and problem definition
Let T = (V , E) be a tree with n edges, where V is the vertex set of T and E is the edge set of T , and let k be a positive integer no more than n. We define a k-split of a tree as follows.
2. P i and P j are edge disjoint for i = j; 3.
The number of edges in a graph G is denoted by e(G), which is also referred to as the size of G. The ratio of a k-split P is defined to be ratio(P ) =
, where EMax(P ) = max i {e(P i )} and EMin(P ) = min i {e(P i )}. For a rooted tree T , the subtree rooted at a vertex v of T is denoted by T v . An edge with endpoints u and v is denoted by (u, v) . Let rm(T , T v ) stand for the subtree of T with vertex set (V (T ) \ V (T v )) ∪ {v} and edge set E(T ) \ E(T v ).
To represent the vertices on a rooted tree, we give an order on the children of a vertex. The i-th child of v is denoted by
Splitting lemma
We use algorithm Split to re-split the partitions. A crucial property of algorithm Split is given in Lemma 1.
Split(P, v, γ ) 1 Root P at v and compute e(P u ) for each subtree P u of the rooted tree P v . 2 return SubSplit(P v , γ ) 
Furthermore, because each vertex is visited at most twice, subtree P can be delivered in linear time.
A linear-time algorithm for a bounded k-split
Wu et al. [14] gave two algorithms for computing a k-split with a lower bound . However, those algorithms cannot ensure that the resulting partition fits the given upper bound and the lower bound simultaneously. In this subsection, we give algorithm DFSSplit to get a k-split to keep the lower bound and upper bound to n 2k and 2n k simultaneously. The correctness of the algorithm is ensured by Theorem 1. Furthermore, this result also provides a k-split with a ratio at most 4.
DFSSplit outputs k parts P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k from a rooted tree T r by executing SubDFSSplit recursively. Subroutine
SubDFSSplit counts the size of a subtree. Subroutine CheckPSize determines whether the size of a given subtree is large enough to be split from T r . Algorithm DFSSplit and its subroutines are given below. Fig. 2 illustrates how DFSSplit works. . Therefore,
In line 6 of CheckPSize, we have γ
By the selection of γ and e(P j ), we have γ ∈ n 2k
, n k
Each vertex is visited twice in DFSSplit. Therefore, in linear time we get a k-split with a lower bound 
A proof for Wu's k-split conjecture
Wu's k-split conjecture is proved by an algorithm that delivers a k-split with a ratio at most two. Our strategy works as follows. First, a k-split, in which each part has at most 2n k edges, is given by algorithm DFSSplit. Second, if the ratio of the k-split is greater than two, we modify the k-split such that it evolves into another k-split with a better evaluation. We repeat the second step until a k-split with a ratio at most two is obtained.
Partition paths
Before introducing the algorithm, let us define the term partition path between two parts P x and P y in a k-split P . The partition path is denoted by PPath(P x , P y ). Definition 1. Let P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k } be a k-split of a tree. For any two parts P x , P y ∈ P , we define PPath(P x , P y ) = (u 0 , P t 1 , u 1 , P t 2 , u 2 , . . . , u m−1 , P t m , u m ) as follows.
2. Let u 0 and u m be any two vertices of P x and P y . P t i 's, 1 < i < m, are the sequence of parts that we cross when traveling along the path from u 0 to u m .
P t i ∩ P t i−
Since each edge belongs to exactly one part, a PPath(P x , P y ) can be identified in linear time.
Evolution process
For a k-split with a ratio greater than two, subroutine Evol computes a partition path between a minimum part to a maximum one, and subroutine Balance modifies the parts on this partition path. Algorithm Evolution repeats this process, until the ratio of a k-split is at most two.
1 Find P min and P max with e(P min ) = EMin(P ) and e(P max ) = EMax(P ).
2 while e(P t i ) < γ and i < m Fig. 2(f) be the input of Evolution. The steps executed by Evolution are summarized as follows.
Step 1: The maximum part is P b with e(P b ) = 10, and the minimum part is P c with e(P c ) = 3. We combine P c with P b into P * c (Fig. 3(b) ), and then split P * c into P c and P b with e(P c ) ≥ Fig. 3(c) ).
Step 2: For the k-split in Fig. 3(c) , the maximum part is P e with e(P e ) = 9 and the minimum part is P a with e(P a ) = 3.
Because the ratio is greater than two, Balance combines P a and P d into P * a (Fig. 3(d) ). Because e(P * a ) ≤ 2 e(P e )+1 2 − 2, we let P a be P * a and split P e into P d and P e (Fig. 3(e), (f) ).
Step 3: In the new k-split P in Fig. 3(f) , we have EMax(P ) = 8 and EMin(P ) = 4. Evolution terminates with ratio(P ) ≤ 2.
When algorithm Evolution(P ) terminates, it returns a k-split P with ratio(P ) ≤ 2. The ratio is guaranteed by line 1 in Evolution. Thus, it remains to show that Evolution terminates in a finite number of steps. (c) Split P c * into P c and P b with
(f) Split P e into P d and P e . 
Evaluation function
To analyze the time complexity of Evolution, we adopt the Evolve-and-Evaluate strategy. The strategy consists of an ''evolution process'' (Evol) and an ''evaluation function''(Eval). The evolution process describes how the solutions evolve in each iteration, and the evaluation function gives scores for those solutions. Once we show that the score is bounded and monotonically decreasing, we obtain a bound of the running time. (In fact, we shall show that Eval(Evol(P )) < Eval(P ) in Lemma 3.) Let N(P , γ ) be the number of parts whose size is in the range [γ , 2γ − 2]. The following lemma claims that when ratio(P ) ≥ 2, Evol(P ) would increase the number of parts whose size is in the range [γ , 2γ − 2], where γ =
Lemma 2. For a k-split P with ratio(P ) > 2, N(P , γ ) > N(P , γ ), where P = Evol(P ), γ =
Proof. Denote by P t 1 , . . . , P t m the parts returned by Balance(PPath(P min , P max ), γ ). We analyze subroutine Balance for the following three cases (see Fig. 4 ):
By the Splitting lemma, we have e(P t 1 ), . . . , e(
) ≤ 3γ − 2, and e(P t i−1 ) ≥ γ , e(P t i ) is also in the range [γ , 2γ − 2], In this case, the sizes of all rearranged parts are in the range [γ , 2γ − 2], and e(P t 1 ) is less than γ since ratio(P) > 2. Therefore, N(P , γ ) > N(P , γ ).
We have e (P t 1 ) We define NAccept(P ) as N P ,
The evaluation function Eval is given below:
Lemma 3. For a k-split P with ratio(P ) > 2, Eval(Evol(P )) < Eval(P ).
Proof. Let P = Evol(P ). In Balance, it is easy to see that EMax(P ) ≤ EMax(P ). Therefore, it suffices to consider the following two cases.
Case 1: EMax(P ) = EMax(P ). By Lemma 2, NAccept(P ) = N P ,
Case 2: EMax(P ) < EMax(P ). Because NAccept(P ) and NAccept(P ) are both smaller than k, we have |NAccept(P ) − NAccept(P )| < k. By the definition of Eval,
Theorem 2. Given a tree T with e(T ) = n and a positive integer k ≤ n, a k-split of T with a ratio at most two can be found in
Proof. As mentioned in Section 2.3, to find a k-split P 0 with EMax(P 0 ) ≤ The Evolution terminates in O(n × TIME(Evol)) time, where TIME(A) denotes the time complexity of algorithm A. The reason is described as follows.
For a k-Split P 0 with EMax(P 0 ) ≤ 2 n k , we have
By Lemma 3, Eval(P ) is strictly decreasing and with a lower bound 0 when ratio(P ) > 2. Therefore, the while loop in Evolution would be executed no more than n times. TIME(Evol) is analyzed as follows. In lines 1-3, each step takes O(k) time. Therefore, TIME(Evol) = O(k) + TIME(Balance). In Balance, we execute Split at most m times (m < k). Furthermore, e(P * 
= O(n).
It follows that TIME(Evolution) = O(n 2 ).
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we prove Wu's k-split conjecture by showing that a k-split with a ratio at most two can be computed in O(n 2 ) time, where n is the number of edges. The time complexity depends on how we define the evaluation function. Therefore, to further reduce the time bound, a new evaluation function or a more efficient way to implement Evolution is desirable.
Another extension is to devise an approximation algorithm for the case where tree edges are weighted. In such a case, there is no constant upper bound on the min-ratio. For example, for a tree with two edges whose weights are 1 and x, respectively, the min-ratio of a 2-split is x.
